
Sanghamitra School 

2-32 Nizampet Road, Hydernagar, Kukatpally. 

Class: VIII    Practice Sheet 

I. Rearrange Jumbled Sentences 

1. man/was/uncivilised/quite/olden days,/in/the 

2. covered/body/his/he/leaves/with/of/trees 

3. became/he/and/cultured/civilised/as time/advanced/but 

4. hostel life/advantages/as well/disadvantages/as/has/own/its 

5. society/to live/to learn/it/trains/the/in/students/the 

6. self-sufficiency/teaches/them/it/of/art/the 

7. called / rose / the / queen /the / is / flowers / of 

8. widely / it / grown /is/ the / all / world / over 

9. 500 / there / about / are/ species / roses / of 

10.  the / rose / Persian/ best /is/ the 

11. brought / from/there / was/it/ India / to 

12. She / interested / that/ was / in / proposal / said / she / the 

13. was / Performance /impressed /with/ quite / his/I. 

14. the / please / not /do / on / grass / step. 

15. at /top/voice/ the man/his/ of/ demanded / the / admission / shouting. 

16. you / where have / this all / while / been/ ? 

17. should / you/ have / coming / seen / this. 

18. effect / we/in/did / much / sales / last / not / year /improvement. 

 

II. In the passage given below, there is an error in each line the space provided and then write 

the correct word. 

     Incorrect correct 

Nobody deny the fact that recreation is a.  __________ __________ 

as important in life as work. All work or no b.  __________ __________ 

play, makes life dull and boring. Life could lose c.  __________ __________ 

its charm, any amusement in it. That is d.  __________ __________ 

why recreation have always been an important e.  __________ __________ 

part of human activity. Cinema are the most modern f.  __________ __________ 

and the most popular form in entertainment. g.  __________ __________ 
 

III. Read the following passages. There is one word missing in each line where a slash (/) 

has been marked. Write the correct word in the space provided. 
 

(i) Medieval knights were often ___________ for their outstanding chivalry and success in  

combat, but the truth is most knights only saw action in sparring matches or other  



competitions. 

(a) commended (b) envied  (c) acknowledged  (d) recognized 

(ii) The athlete had been badly injured during play; although a nurse applied a cold press to  

the affected area, his ankle immediately began to ___________. 

(a) swell  (b) cool  (c) diminish    (d) relapse 

(iii) In order to ___________ his reign, the king had all of his competitors ___________. 

(a) cancel, killed  (b) extend, eliminated  

(c) solidify, promoted (d) maintain, knighted 

(iv) The elderly professor was often seen sitting in contemplation ___________. I imagine  

he was ___________ his long academic career. 

(a) reliving  (b) reflecting on  (c) engaging in (d) defending 

(v) Compared to the skyscrapers that are virtually ubiquitous in modern cities, most city  

dwellings are quite ___________. 

(a) diminutive  (b) massive  (c) spacious  (d) variable 
 

The following paragraph has not been edited. One word has been omitted in each line. Write 

the omitted word along with the word that comes before and the word that comes after in 

your answer sheet against the correct blank number as shown in the example.  

 
Complete the sentences with the correct question tags. 

1. Mr McGuinness is from Ireland, ? 

2. The car isn't in the garage, ? 

3. You are John, ? 

4. She went to the library yesterday, ? 

5. He didn't recognize me, ? 

6. Cars pollute the environment, ? 

7. Mr. Pritchard has been to Scotland recently, ? 

8. The trip is very expensive, ? 

9. He won't tell her, ? 

10. Hugh had a red car, ? 



III. Directions: Complete the sentence using the word or set of words for each blank that best 

fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole. 

(i) Esteban ____________ to the playground yesterday. 

(a) went  (b) had (c)made (d) cried 

(ii) Rachel ____________ in a new computer yesterday. 

(a) taught  (b) learned (c) bought (d) learned 

(iii) Molly ____________ waffles for breakfast yesterday. 

(a) read  (b) ate (c) took (d)talked 

(iv) Yesterday, Connor ____________ a new word. 

(a) bought  (b) took (c) learned (d) ate 

(v) Last week, Kerry ____________ pasta for dinner. 

(a) cooked  (b) spoke (c) learned (d) took 

(vi) Casey ____________ a dog when he was a little boy. 

(a) ate  (b) was (c) made (d) had 

(vii) I ____________ to go to the beach yesterday. 

(a) was  (b) watched  (c) wanted (d) listened 

(viii) Emily’s cat ____________ away last month. 

(a) had  (b) studied  (c) ran (d) talked 

(ix) It ____________ a lot during last week’s storm. 

(a) rained  (b) talked  (c) learned (d) took 

(x) Yesterday, will ____________ to his mother on the telephone. 

(a) was  (b) had (c)walked (d) talked 

(xi) She knew the medicine would taste terrible, ___________ in order to be cured, she had 

to take it. 

(a) but (b) and (c) although  (d) so 

 

 



SANGHAMITRA SCHOOL 
CLASS-8 

HINDI PRACTICE PAPER 
FOR HALF YEARLY EXAM 

DATE-21-11-2020 
 NOTE- ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN HOME WORK BOOK. 
 

1)गर्मियों की छुट्टियों में ककसी कारणवश छात्रावास से घर ना जा सकने के र्िए माां को पत्र 
र्िखिए।  

 

2) ननम्न चित्र पर अपने वविार र्िखिए।         

 

 

3) बैक केर्िए एक ववज्ञापन  र्िखिए। 



REVISION FOR HALF YEARLY EXAM 

PEACTICE PAPER -  4 

SOLVE THE FOLLOWING: 

1. Sum of three consecutive multiples of 3 is equal to 54. Find the numbers. 

2. I have a total of Rs 300 in coins of denomination Rs 1 ,  Rs 2 and 

Rs 5. the number of Rs 2 coins is 3 times the number of Rs 5 

coins. the total number of coins is 160. how many coins of each 

denomination are with me? 

3. Construct a square whose side is equal to 7cm. Write steps of construction. 

4. Define the following : 

    ( a ) Convex Polygon 

    ( b ) Multiplicative inverse 

    ( c ) Additive identity 

    ( d ) Regular polygon 

5. Solve : 

( a )   
1−𝑥

3
 - 
3

2
 [ 2 - 

𝑥−5

2
 ] + 

𝑥+3

4
 = 1 

 

( b ) 
2

3
 ( 4y – 1 ) – (2y - 

1+𝑦

3
 ) - 

𝑦

3
 = 

4

3
 

6. Which among the given rational numbers is greater? 

      ( a )  
3

4
  and  

5

6
        ( b )  

−3

2
  and  

−6

8
 

 

    

 



Sanghamitra School 
Class: VIII/Science                                      Practice paper 
Objective: To be thorough with the concepts for examination. 

Lesson: Chemical effects of electric current 
Fill in the blanks: 

1. For electroplating a brass jug with copper, the anode must be made of------. 
2. Pure water is  -----------    conductor.    
3. The process of depositing a thin film of a metal on any conducting substance by electrolysis is 

called_______? 
4. The liquid which conducts electricity and undergoes decomposition is called ____. 
5. In the electrolysis of copper sulphate solution, copper metal forms on the ______. 
6. Electrolysis is the passage of _______   through a liquid or a solution accompanied by a _________ 

change. 
7. A liquid which conducts electricity is called an _______. 
8. The electrode that is connected to ______  of battery is called cathode.  
9. The electrode that is connected to ______  of battery is called anode.  
10. In the electrolysis of water, hydrogen forms at the _______ , and _______ forms at the ______. 
11. The apparatus used for electrolysis is called_______. 

Role play: Pretend yourself to be an electrode and answer the following questions: 

12. What are you used for? 
13. How can you classify yourself based on which terminal of battery you are connected. 
14. On electrolysis of water, what are generated on your surface? 
15. During electrolysis, what are you dipped in? 

Answer the following 

16. Does an electrolyte conduct electricity in a solid sae? 
17. Which solids do not allow electricity to pass through them? 
18. What does LED stand for? Why should we use LED in small circuits? 
19. What is a metallic conductor? 
20. Define electrode, electrolysis, electroplating, anode, cathode, chemical effects of electric current. 
21. When a free ends of a tester are dipped into a solution, the magnetic needle shows deflection.   Can 

you explain the reason? 
22. Show the diagrammatic representation of electrolysis of water and write electrolyte, anode and 

cathode reactions. 
23. How would you show that the gas obtained at cathode during electrolysis of water is hydrogen and 

that obtained at anode is oxygen? 
24. In case of a fire, before the firemen use the water hoses, the shut off the main electrical supply for the 

area.  Explain why they do this. 
25. Is it safe for the electrician carry out electrical repairs outdoors during heavy downpour?  Explain. 
26. Differentiae electrolytes and , non electrolytes, conductors and insulators. 
27. What are the changes observed after the electrolysis of copper sulphate using copper electrodes? 
28. The inside of a fruit such as an orange conducts electricity.  What enables it to conduct electricity? 
29. What are the uses of electroplating? 
30. Describe how you electroplate an iron spoon with copper. 

 



Lesson: Reproduction. 
Fill in the blanks: 

1. ______ is the male reproductive organ. 
2. The female sex hormones are ________ . 
3. A fertilised egg is called ________ . 
4. The number of nuclei present in a zygote is ________ . 
5. Asexual reproduction involves _______  individual/s. 
6. A tadpole develops into an adult frog by the process of _______ . 
7. _______ is the production of new individuals from parents.  
8. Animals that lay eggs are called ________ . 
9. ______ take up the ovum and transport it to the uterus. 
10. Testes produce the male sex cell called _____ and the male sex hormone called_____ . 

Role play: Pretend yourself to be a zygote and answer the following questions: 

11. How are you formed? 
12. Where do you develop? 
13. In frogs and butterfly, what do you develop into? 
14. What does your division result into? 

Answer the following 

15. Name the sexual organs of males and females in humans. 
16. What is an embryo, zygote, foetus? 
17. What is reproduction?  Why is it necessary? 
18. Define fertilisation, hermaphrodite, metamorphosis. 
19. Differentiate between viviparous and oviparous, zygote and foetus, zygote and embryo, internal and 

external fertilisation , egg and sperm. 
20. Name the parts of sperm and mention their function. 
21. Explain the method of asexual reproduction in hydra and amoeba. 
22. How does the placenta help the foetus? 
23. How is the sex of the child determined? 
24. With the help of labelled diagram, describe the female reproductive system in human? 
25. Why do you think a gamete has only 23 chromosomes and not 46? 

 
























